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a b s t r a c t
This paper introduces techniques that speed-up parameter and rule learning for acyclic
probabilistic logic programs. We focus on maximum likelihood estimation of parameters,
and show that signiﬁcant improvements can be obtained by eﬃciently handling probabilistic rules. We then move to structure learning, where we learn sets of rules, by introducing
an algorithm that greatly simpliﬁes exact score-based learning. Experiments demonstrate
that our methods can produce orders of magnitude speed-ups over the state-of-art in
parameter and rule learning.
© 2018 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
There is a myriad of ways to combine logic and probability, so as to reason about relational structures coupled with
uncertainty. A few formalisms that pursue this combination are relational Bayesian networks [1] and probabilistic relational
models [2], Markov logic networks [3], probabilistic logic programming [13] and other probabilistic programming languages
[5], as well as a variety of probabilistic logics [6,7]. In this paper we focus on probabilistic logic programming; that is, on
languages that add probabilities to logic programming.
One can ﬁnd various proposals on how to introduce probabilities in logic programs [2,4,8–14]. A particularly popular
semantics for probabilistic logic programming is due to Sato, and usually referred to as the distribution semantics [12,15].
The idea is that we have rules, as in logic programming, such as

cares( X , Y ) :− person( X ), person(Y ), neighbor( X , Y ).
and probabilistic facts such as

0.8 :: neighbor( X , Y ).,

(1)

meaning that the probability that any X and Y are neighbors is 0.8. Probabilistic facts are assumed independent, and induce
a probability measure over logic programs, consequently inducing a probability measure over interpretations of atoms.

✩
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Expression (1) is written in the syntax of ProbLog, a popular and freely available package for probabilistic logic programming that follows Sato’s distribution semantics [16]. ProbLog also allows for “probabilistic rules”; for instance, one can state
that person( X ) and person(Y ) yield a proof for cares( X , Y ) with probability 0.8, by writing:

0.8 :: cares( X , Y ) :− person( X ), person(Y )..
ProbLog implements state-of-art inference and learning algorithms for probabilistic logic programs. A closely related
package is ProbFOIL, that implements rule learning (restricted to a single head) in the context of Sato’s distribution semantics [17]. Both packages resort to some of the best techniques available in the literature; however, they require signiﬁcant
computational power, even on datasets that are small compared to currently available data resources.
If we restrict ourselves to acyclic probabilistic logic programs, we focus on a language that is closely related to Bayesian
networks, with the added beneﬁt that it can handle relational modeling, and the potential beneﬁt that it may require less
parameters to encode some probability distributions — thus offering a language that may be more adept at avoiding overﬁtting. One advantage of acyclic programs is that they can be learned via well-tested techniques usually employed to learn
Bayesian networks. Alas, we see in practice that much more computational effort is needed to learn an acyclic probabilistic
logic program than an apparently equivalent Bayesian network. For instance, we ﬁnd that even complete databases are usually processed by the Expectation-Maximization algorithm (EM), due to the insertion of latent random variables associated
with probabilistic rules. Thus the added expressivity of probabilistic logic programs seems to impose a hefty computational
cost.
The goal of this paper is to show that we can greatly simplify existing algorithms for parameter and rule learning in
acyclic logic programs, often obtaining orders of magnitude speed-ups. We introduce a variety of techniques that move us
toward the boundary of what can be done with reasonable computational resources when learning a probabilistic logic
program. We show empirically that substantial gains can be attained, sometimes even by application of relatively simple
ideas.1
We start by investigating parameter learning; that is, we assume that a set of facts and rules is given, and we learn probabilities attached to them. We focus on maximum likelihood, and we show that EM-style iterations can be often avoided;
in particular they can be avoided altogether when the input data has no missing values. We then examine rule learning,
emphasizing score-based methods (in particular, minimum description length). We focus on exact methods; that is, we
want to ﬁnd a probabilistic logic program that does maximize the score of interest. We show that many operations that are
needed in this optimization problem can be solved in closed-form, while other operations can be just discarded. We specialize our contributions to the case where each rule is restricted to have at most two literals in its body; this is admitedly
a restricted class of programs, but a class that can encode all “noisy” Boolean circuits, serving well as a starting point for
more ambitious future work.
Section 2 reviews some relevant terminology and notation. In Section 3 we review the algorithms in the ProbLog package,
as they capture the state-of-art in the topic. We present novel techniques for parameter learning in Section 4, and then move
to rule learning in Section 5. Experiments are described in Section 6, together with analysis that reveals the beneﬁts of our
techniques.
2. Background
Most probabilistic logic programs (plps) can be viewed as logic programs containing facts annotated with probabilities. We follow ProbLog’s syntax in our presentation [16,21]. ProbLog’s semantics is directly based on Sato’s distribution
semantics, and it can be used to convey the main semantic conventions adopted by various languages and packages.
2.1. Syntax
Consider a vocabulary with logical variables X , Y , . . . , predicate symbols r , s, . . . and constants a, b, . . . . Each predicate
symbol has an associated arity. An atom is an expression of the form r (t 1 , t 2 , . . . , tm ) where r is a predicate symbol with
arity m, and each t i is a term, which is either a constant or a logical variable. An atom is ground if it has no logical variables.
An atomic proposition is a 0-arity predicate symbol. Clearly a proposition is also a ground atom. A literal is an atom, say A,
possibly preceded by not (that is, not A). A (deterministic) rule is an expression of the form

H :− B 1 , . . . , B n .,
where the head H is an atom and each subgoal B i is a literal, with B 1 , . . . , B n being the rule’s body. A fact is a rule with
empty body; instead of writing H :− ., we simply write H .. If an atom is in the head of some rule, it is said to be a derived
atom. A set of rules is a normal logic program.

1
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A grounding is a function taking logical variables and returning constants. The grounding of a rule is a ground rule obtained
by applying the same grounding to each atom. The grounding of a program is the propositional program obtained by
applying every possible grounding to each rule and fact, using only the constants in the program.
For a given logic program, the dependency graph contains its ground atoms as nodes and an arc from B to H if there is a
rule grounding with B in the body, possibly negated, and H in the head. A logic program is acyclic if its dependency graph
is acyclic.
A ProbLog program consists of a normal logic program together with probabilistic facts. Each probabilistic fact is written
as

θ :: F .,
where θ ∈ [0, 1] is a real number and F is an atom. Similarly to rules, a probabilistic fact can be grounded to form a set of
ground probabilistic facts.
A pair P, PF, where P is a normal logic program and PF is a set of probabilistic facts, is a probabilistic logic program.
We always assume that probabilistic atoms are not derived in P; we also assume that a probabilistic fact does not unify
with another probabilistic fact.
The class of normal logic programs where each rule has at most k atoms in the body is often denoted lp(k) [22]; we
analogously write plp(k) to denote the class of plps where each rule has at most k literals in the body.
2.2. Semantics
The semantics of a probabilistic logic program is deﬁned through the semantics of its grounding, so we can focus on
the semantics of propositional programs. ProbLog’s semantics is inspired by the standard semantics of Prolog, appropriately
modiﬁed to take into account the probabilistic framework.
First, it is convenient to view a ground atom A in a program as a random variable taking values in {0, 1} (respectively
standing for false and true). We write P |= { A = 1} (resp., P |= { A = 0}) iff A (resp., not A) is entailed by the logic program
P ; and similarly P |= { Q = q} when Q is a set of atoms.
Let T = P, PF be a probabilistic program, and let {θi :: F i |1 ≤ i ≤ n} be the grounding of PF, for θ1 , . . . , θn ∈ [0, 1] and a
set of ground facts F = { F 1 , . . . , F n }. The semantics of T is given by a probability distribution over normal logic programs,
such that



PPF (P ∪ F ) =



θi

F i ∈F

(1 − θi ),

F i ∈F\F

where F (referred to as a total choice) is any subset of F. Then we deﬁne the probability that a given set of ground atoms
Q = { Q 1 , . . . , Q n } has respectively truth values q = q1 , . . . , qn  ∈ {0, 1}n as follows:



P T ( Q = q) =

PPF (P ∪ F ).

P∪F |={ Q =q}

Given some observations { E = e }, where E is a set of ground atoms and e is a set of observed truth values, the conditional
probability P T ( Q = q| E = e ) is, as usual, P T ( Q = q, E = e )/P T ( E = e ), provided { E = e } has positive probability. If Q is a set
of random variables, P T ( Q ) denotes the corresponding probability distribution.
Example 1. Consider the following probabilistic logic program T :

0.2 :: burglary.
0.3 :: fire.
alarm :− burglary.
alarm :− fire.
Here we have P = {alarm :− burglary., alarm :− fire.} and four total choices F ⊆ {burglary, fire}. Suppose we want to compute
PT (alarm = 1). We must consider PPF (P ∪ F ) for any F such that P ∪ F |= {alarm = 1} — which are the non-empty F in this
case. We obtain P T (alarm = 1) = 0.2 × 0.3 + 0.2 × 0.7 + 0.8 × 0.3 = 0.44. 2
2.3. Probabilistic rules
A probabilistic rule is obtained by annotating a deterministic rule with a number p ∈ [0, 1], as follows:

p :: H :− B 1 , . . . , B n .,
where H and B i are as before. We now extend the previous probabilistic logic programs to include probabilistic rules. That
is, now a probabilistic logic program is a pair T = P, PR, where P is a normal logic program and PR is a set of probabilistic
rules, some of which may be probabilistic facts.
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Grounding the probabilistic rules, one obtains a set {θi :: R i |1 ≤ i ≤ n}, where R = { R 1 , . . . , R n } is a set of ground (deterministic) rules. Then the probability of a total choice R ⊆ R entails the probability of a logic program

PPR (P ∪ R ) =



θi

R i ∈R



(1 − θi ).

R i ∈R\R

For a set of ground atoms Q and corresponding truth values q, we have:

P T ( Q = q) =



PPR (P ∪ R ) .

(2)

P∪R |={ Q =q}

Example 2. Here is a propositional plp with probabilistic rules, with the corresponding dependency graph presented on the right:

0.1 :: burglary.
0.2 :: earthquake.
0.9 :: alarm :− burglary, earthquake.
0.8 :: alarm :− burglary, not earthquake.
0.7 :: alarm :− not burglary, earthquake.
0.1 :: alarm :− not burglary, not earthquake.

burglary

earthquake

alarm

This is clearly an acyclic propositional plp. We have P(alarm) = 0.1 × 0.2 × 0.9 + 0.1 × 0.8 × 0.8 + 0.9 × 0.2 × 0.7 + 0.9 × 0.8 ×
0.1 = 0.28. 2
A probabilistic rule p :: H :− B 1 , . . . , B n . is equivalent to a pair formed by a deterministic rule H :− B 1 , . . . , B n , A . and a
probabilistic fact p :: A ., where A is an auxiliary atom that does not appear anywhere else, with the same logical variables as
H [16]. One might look at probabilistic rules as syntactic sugar, even though, as we see later, there are beneﬁts in avoiding
these auxiliary probabilistic facts.
2.4. Bayesian networks and acyclic probabilistic logic programs
There is a close relation between acyclic propositional plps and Bayesian networks, as we explore in our contributed
methods. Recall that a Bayesian network consists of a directed acyclic graph where each node is a random variable, and
a probability joint distribution over the same random variables, such that the distribution satisﬁes the following Markov
condition: a variable X is independent of its nondescendants nonparents given its parents [23]. The parents of a variable X ,
denoted by pa[ X ], are the nodes/variables that point to X . For any Bayesian network, its directed acyclic graph is referred
to as its “structure”.
In this paper every random variable has ﬁnitely many values (indeed all of them are binary). When a conditional probability distribution over random variables with ﬁnitely many values is encoded using a table, this conditional probability
table is often referred to as a CPT. Typically Bayesian networks are speciﬁed by CPTs. Each CPT contains the values of
P( X i = xi j |pa[ X i ] = πik ) for each variable X i , each value xi j , and each conﬁguration πik of the parents of X i .
Any Bayesian network over binary variables can be speciﬁed using acyclic propositional plps [11,24]. For instance, Example 2 speciﬁes a Bayesian network using probabilistic facts and rules, in essence enumerating all entries of relevant CPTs.
Acyclic propositional plps can offer a much more concise speciﬁcation than a CPT-based Bayesian network, as rules can
encode deterministic effects. For instance, here is a compact speciﬁcation for a NoisyOr gate [23] that could be used in a
version of Example 2:

0.3 :: alarm :− burglary.
0.6 :: alarm :− earthquake.
Conversely, any acyclic propositional plp can be interpreted as a Bayesian network. This should be clear from Example 2:
the Bayesian network described by the plp has the structure given by the dependency graph, and the parameters of the
network are just the probabilities associated with probabilistic facts and rules, plus some zeros and ones encoding the
minimal model semantics of normal logic programming.
3. Parameter learning in ProbLog
The structure of a probabilistic logic program T = P, PR is the normal logic program P and the deterministic rules (and
facts) R 1 , . . . , R n that are annotated with probabilities (without the probabilities themselves). The set of parameters that are
associated with rules R 1 , . . . , R n are denoted respectively by θ1 , . . . , θn ; that is, the probabilistic rules are {θ1 :: R 1 , . . . , θn ::
R n }. Denote by  the tuple containing all parameters needed to specify T . Also, denote by T  the result of annotating the
structure of T with parameters θ1 , . . . , θn .
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Denote by At( T ) the set of all ground atoms that can be generated by grounding the structure of T . An observation
{ E = e } consists of a set of ground atoms E ⊆ At( T ) together with their corresponding truth values e ∈ {0, 1}| E | . A dataset is
a set of observations that are assumed independent; we implicitly assume that the dataset has positive probability for some
selection of rules and parameters.
Now if we have a structure and a dataset, we may wish to estimate the needed parameters ; this is the problem of
parameter learning as addressed by ProbLog [16]. Following ProbLog, we are interested in maximum likelihood estimates;
that is, we have:

• Input: (i) a structure consisting of a normal logic program P and a set of rules/facts { R 1 , . . . , R n } to be annotated with
corresponding parameters  = θ1 , . . . , θn , and (ii) a dataset D = { E 1 = e 1 , . . . , E m = em };
ˆ = θ̂1 , . . . , θ̂n :
• Output: the maximum likelihood estimates 

ˆ = arg max PT  ( D ) = arg max





m


PT  ( E i = ei ) .

i =1

Each observation { E j = e j } in the input dataset is a training example. When an observation { E = e } is such that E =
At( T  ), we say it is a complete observation. A dataset D is complete if every one of its observations is complete.
Suppose ﬁrst that we have a structure with a normal logic program P and a set of facts PF, F 1 , . . . , F n , to be annotated
with corresponding parameters in , and we additionally have a complete dataset D = { E 1 = e 1 , . . . , E m = em }. Let { F i j | 1 ≤
j ≤ ni } be the set of possible groundings of F i , for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n. As no probabilistic fact uniﬁes with the head of a rule or
with another probabilistic fact, the probability of F i j being true is exactly the probability associated with the probabilistic
fact θi :: F i . in PF:

P T ( F i j = 1) = θ i .
Then the maximum-likelihood parameters θ̂ = θ̂1 , . . . , θ̂n  are given by

θ̂i =

m ni
1 

mni



δik, j ,

where

δik, j

k =1 j =1

=

1 if F i j ∈ E k ;
0 otherwise.

(3)

The normalization factor mni is the number of groundings of the probabilistic atom F i observed through the whole
dataset D. In the propositional case, ni = 1 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n. For a relational program we often have m = 1 and ni
1,
the latter guaranteeing many observable groundings for any probabilistic fact θi :: F i .
Closed-form solutions for maximum likelihood estimates cannot be found in general when some atoms are not observed
in the training dataset. The Expectation-Maximization algorithm (EM) [25] has been the main tool to learn parameters
with missing data. The idea behind EM is to iterate two steps: in the E-step, the algorithm uses parameters θit to compute the probability of each missing ground fact given observations; in the M-step, the algorithm maximizes the expected
log-likelihood using the probabilities from the E-step, thus arriving at parameters θit +1 .
ProbLog’s parameter learning implementation, called LFI-ProbLog, takes as input a normal logic program P, a set of facts
{ F 1 , . . . , F n } and a dataset D = { E 1 = e 1 , . . . , E m = em } that may not be complete. As before, F i j is a grounding of fact F i , and
T  = P, {θ1 :: F 1 , . . . , θn :: F n } is the probabilistic program produced by the parameters θ1 , . . . , θn . To begin, LFI-ProbLog
sets each θi0 randomly, and iterates as follows until P T  ( D ) changes less than a threshold:
E-step

for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ ni , 1 ≤ k ≤ m, set δik, j = P T t ( F i j = 1| E k = ek );

M-step

for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, θit +1 =

1
mni

ni
m 


k=1 j =1

δik, j .

When F i j is in E k , P T  ( F i j = 1| E k = ek ) in the E-step is simply 1 or 0, and there is no need for inference. In all other cases
ProbLog must compute P T t ( F i j = 1| E k = ek ), although some optimizations are possible. For instance, ProbLog can detect


when F i j is independent from E k , thus avoiding various inference computations [16].
Only probabilistic facts have been considered in this section so far. When probabilistic rules are allowed, ProbLog converts
each probabilistic rule θ :: H :− B 1 , . . . , B n . into a deterministic rule H :− B 1 , . . . , B n , A . and an auxiliary probabilistic fact
θ :: A ., for some A that does not appear anywhere else. Such a translation is semantically correct (Section 2.3). Note that
this translation introduces a latent random variable for each grounding of the auxiliary atom A, hence the input dataset
is always incomplete with respect to the model actually handled by LFI-ProbLog. Thus any plp whose structure contains a
probabilistic rule must be learned by EM in ProbLog’s approach.
4. Speeding-up parameter learning
Consider ﬁrst that one wishes to learn the parameters of an acyclic plp that contains probabilistic rules, using a complete
dataset as training data. The structure of the plp is given, so we must only estimate the parameters.
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If we were to learn a Bayesian network with analogous structure, but speciﬁed with CPTs, we would need estimates
for each probability ϑi jk = P( X i = xi j |pa[ X i ] = πik ). Given a complete dataset, the maximum likelihood estimates for such
probabilities can be computed in closed-form [26]: ϑ̂i jk = N i jk / N ik , where N i jk is the number of times that { X i = xi j , pa[ X i ] =
πik } is observed in the training dataset, and N ik is the number of times that {pa[ X i ] = πik } is observed in the training
dataset.
Unfortunately, even for an acyclic and propositional plp we must maximize likelihood functions that may be signiﬁcantly
more complex than the ones that apply to CPT-based Bayesian networks. For instance, suppose our input structure consists
of three probabilistic rules:

θ1 :: A 3 .
θ2 :: A 3 :− A 1 , not A 2 .
θ3 :: A 3 :− not A 1 , not A 2 .

(4)

in addition to two probabilistic facts:

0.3 :: A 1 .

0.5 :: A 2 ..

The three probabilistic rules induce the following CPT:
A1

A2

P( A 3 = 1| A 1 , A 2 )

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

θ1 + θ3 − θ1 θ3
θ1
θ1 + θ2 − θ1 θ2
θ1

Now suppose we have a complete dataset with N independent observations of A 1 , A 2 and A 3 , and N a1 a2 a3 denotes the
number of times we observe { A 1 = a1 , A 2 = a2 , A 3 = a3 }. The likelihood is proportional to

(θ1;3 ) N 001 (1 − θ1;3 ) N 000 (θ1;2 ) N 101 (1 − θ1;2 ) N 100 θ1N 011 + N 111 (1 − θ1 ) N 010 + N 110 ,

(5)

where we adopt, here and in the remainder of the paper,

θi ; j := θi + θ j − θi θ j .
Expression (5) is not decomposable like the likelihood obtained for CPT-based Bayesian networks; one solution is to introduce latent variables and resort to EM, as done for instance by LFI-ProbLog.
However, it is in fact possible to maximize, in closed-form, Expression (5). By setting derivatives to zero and solving the
resulting equations, we obtain:

θ̂1 =

K2
K1 + K2

,

θ̂2 =

K 1 N 101 − K 2 N 100
K 1 ( N 101 + N 100 )

,

θ̂3 =

K 1 N 001 − K 2 N 000
K 1 ( N 001 + N 000 )

,

where K 1 = N 010 + N 110 and K 2 = N 011 + N 111 .
Similarly, if we take the following structure, where a NoisyOr gate is encoded:

θ1 ::
θ2 ::
θ3 ::
θ4 ::

A1.
A2.
A 3 :− A 1 .
A 3 :− A 2 .

(6)

and we collect a complete dataset, we obtain maximum likelihood estimates in (somewhat complicated) closed-form, as
discussed in Appendix A.
Even though the likelihood of a complete dataset with respect to an acyclic plp does not decompose parameter-wise in
the same way as the likelihood of CPT-based Bayesian networks, the former likelihood
does decompose as a product, each

factor related to a “family” of atoms. That is, for dataset D, we have P T  ( D ) = j P T  (d j ), where each d j is a complete
observation, and P T  (d j ) in turn is the product of “local” probabilities P T  ( X i |pa[ X i ]) that are induced by rules. Now
each probability P T  ( X i |pa[ X i ]) depends only on the head atom corresponding to X i , and atoms that appear in the bodies
of all rules sharing X i as head. These latter atoms, denoted by pa[ X i ], are indeed the parents of the head atom in the
program’s dependency graph; the family of X i is X i itself and its parents. Thus we can produce closed-form solutions for
maximum likelihood estimates in a piecemeal fashion, examining each family separately: parameters for distinct families
can be obtained independently of each other.
The higher the number of probabilistic rules that share a head, the more complex the likelihood with respect to parameters associated with those rules. We cannot expect to ﬁnd closed-form expressions for estimates as we increase the
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size of rules and the number of rules sharing a head; in our implementation (described in Section 6) we have explicitly
coded every closed-form solution for two or three rules that share a head, when those rules have two or three atoms in the
body. We have run through all possible rule patterns, relying on a symbolic computation system2 to look for closed-form
solutions.
Even though this strategy is necessarily limited as we cannot ﬁnd closed-form solutions for every possible structure, it
is well known that Bayesian networks tend to have a relatively low average number of parents per variable [27], possibly
because the elicitation of a densely connected structure is too diﬃcult. It is often the case that simplifying model fragments,
such as the NoisyOr gate, are employed in practice, thus emphasizing the importance of relatively simple local patterns. Thus
it seems reasonable to spend effort ﬁshing for closed-form solutions that handle relatively small rule patterns.
What can be done to handle rule patterns that defy closed-form maximization? In that case one must resort to numerical optimization; the insertion of “local” latent variables and EM is an option. Another option is to directly maximize
the likelihood associated with each rule head that resists closed-form solution, for example by gradient ascent or similar
techniques, as we describe later.
Thus, in short, there is no need to introduce latent variables, as done by LFI-ProbLog, when a complete dataset is available. As we show in Section 6, much can be gained by dispensing with EM when the input dataset is complete.
Now suppose that the input dataset D is not complete. We must then compute the likelihood by summing over the
missing data, thus obtaining an expression that usually fails to yield closed-form maximizing estimates. In this case we
resort to EM, but note that we need not insert latent variables to accommodate probabilistic rules. Suppose we have a
probabilistic program T  = P, PR and an incomplete observation { E = e }. Let Z E = At( T  ) \ E be the set of unobserved
ground atoms for a given observation E = e. For each complete observation { E = e , Z E = z}, we can express the likelihood
using parameters θ1 , . . . , θn  as explained previously in this section. Clearly, a probability distribution over Z E induces an
expected value for the log-likelihood. By starting with θi0 = 0.5 for each parameter θi , we can apply the EM algorithm as
follows, iterating until some convergence criterion is met:
E-step
M-step

given a set of parameters t , for each { E k = ek } ∈ D, compute P T  ( Z E k = z| E k = ek ) for each z ∈ {0, 1}| Z Ek | ;
ﬁnd the set of parameters t +1 that maximize the expected log-likelihood:
m




k=1 z∈{0,1}| Z E k |



PT t Z E k = z| E k = ek ln PT t +1 ( E k = ek , Z E k = z) .

(7)

To compute each term P T t ( Z E k = z| E k = ek ), we must run some inference algorithm; in our implementation we simply
call ProbLog’s inference service whenever necessary. In principle, for each { E k = ek }, each z would yield an inference in
the E-step, but we can do much better. Let F ( A i ) denote the family of a ground atom A i . If q ∈ {0, 1}| Q | is a vector of

truth values associated to a set Q of ground atoms ({ Q = q}), we use q Q  ∈ {0, 1}| Q | to denote the vector of truth values
corresponding to the subset Q  ⊆ Q . As P T t ( Z E k = z| E k = ek ) = P T t ( Z E k = z, E k = ek | E k = ek ) and P T t ( Z E k = z, E k =
x| E k = ek ) = 0 for all x = ek , the inner sum in Expression (7) can be rewritten as:



PT t (At( T  ) = q| E k = ek ) ln PT t +1 (At( T  ) = q) .

(8)

q∈{0,1}|At( T  )|

Let A denote At( T  ). The likelihood P T t +1 (At( T  ) = q) above can be factored through the families of the ground atoms A i ,
as usual:

PT t +1 (A = q) =



A i ∈A

PT t +1 ( A i = q A i |pa[ A i ] = qpa[ A i ] ).

(9)

Now we can rewrite Expression (8) as:



q∈{0,1}|A|

PT t (A = q| E k = ek )



A i ∈A

ln P T t +1 ( A i = q A i |pa[ A i ] = qpa[ A i ] ) .

(10)



qpa[ A i ] ) . For a ﬁxed A i and given q A i , qpa[ A i ]  = qF ( A i ) , we can group the 2|A|−|F ( A i )| terms sharing the common factor

The expression above is the sum of 2|A| × |A| terms, each in the form P T t (A = q| E k = ek ) ln P T t +1 ( A i = q A i |pa[ A i ] =
ln P T t +1 ( A i = q A i |pa[ A i ] = qpa[ A i ] ) , yielding:

ln P T t +1 ( A i = q A i |pa[ A i ] = qpa[ A i ] )

2


q ∈{0,1}|A| |qF ( A ) =qF ( A )
i
i

We have used Mathematica (version 9) for those calculations.

PT t ( A = q | E k = ek ).

(11)
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As the latter sum equals P T t (F ( A i ) = qF ( A i ) | E k = ek ), the expected log-likelihood, for each { E k = ek }, can be rewritten as:





A i ∈At( T  ) q∈{0,1}|F ( A i )|

PT t (F ( A i ) = q| E k = ek ) × ln PT t +1 ( A i = q A i |pa[ A i ] = qpa[ A i ] )

.

(12)

Thus, assuming the observations are consistent with the model, we only need to make inferences P T  (F ( A i ) = q| E k = ek )
for those q such that P T t +1 ( A i = q A i |pa[ A i ] = qpa[ A i ] ) is a (non-constant) function of the parameters, as the others can be
ignored during the maximization.
For instance, suppose that the ground atom H is the head of a single ground probabilistic rule θ :: H :− B 1 , B 2 .. There are
eight possible values for q regarding H ’s family { H , B 1 , B 2 }. However, we have to consider only two of them, q = 0, 1, 1
and q = 1, 1, 1, for the other values of q yield either P T t +1 ( H = q H |pa[ H ] = qpa[ H ] ) = 1 (e.g. q = 0, 0, 1) or P T t +1 ( H =
q H |pa[ H ] = qpa[ H ] ) = 0 (e.g. q = 1, 1, 0).
It is worth noting that, both with complete and incomplete data, our approach via direct maximization of likelihood does
not require the assumption that probabilistic atoms cannot be derived from deterministic rules. If probabilistic atoms are in
fact derived, we just have to change the likelihood to accommodate it.
5. Learning the structure of probabilistic programs
The techniques described in the previous section are quite effective in speeding up parameter learning, as we demonstrate later. It is only natural to ask whether some of these techniques, perhaps enlarged with other insights, can lead to
gains in structure learning. In this section we focus on this question, concentrating on exact structure learning; that is, on
structure learning that pursues exact maximization of likelihood. The goal is to learn, from data, both probabilistic rules/facts
and their associated probabilities.
A common strategy in structure learning is to resort to techniques from Inductive Logic Programming [4,13,14]. Typically
one runs a search over the space of rules, under the assumption that some training examples are “positive” and must receive
high probability, while other training examples are “negative” and must receive low probability. Search schemes vary and
are almost universally based on heuristic measures, to guarantee that large datasets can be processed [17,28–30]. These
techniques attempt to maximize appropriate scores by local moves that stop when some criterion is met.
Another general strategy for rule learning is to maximize a score that quantiﬁes the ﬁt between model and data, usually
combining likelihood and penalties for model complexity [31–34]. Here we follow this strategy: we look for structures and
parameters that maximize scores imported from Bayesian network learning. Unlike previous work [31,33,34], we do not
introduce unnecessary latent or auxiliary variables; this allow us to exploit the parameter learning techniques described in
the previous section to eﬃciently compute optimal local scores (when data is complete and rule size is bounded).
We start by summarizing a few relevant ideas in score-based structure learning.
5.1. Score-based structure learning of Bayesian networks
A score s( B , D ) gets a Bayesian network structure B and a dataset D, and yields a number that indicates the ﬁt between
both. Assume that D is complete with N observations of all random variables of interest. Sensible scores balance the desire
to maximize likelihood against the need to constrain the number of learned parameters (it is well-known that if one
maximizes only the likelihood, then the densest networks are always obtained) [26]. One particularly popular score, that we
adopt throughout the paper, is based on minimum description length:

sMDL ( B , D ) = LL D ( B ) −

| B | log N
2

,

(13)

where | B | is the number of parameters needed to specify the network and LL D ( B ) is the log-likelihood of D at the maxˆ B , D = arg max P ( D | B ). The MDL score is decomposable in
imum likelihood estimates. The latter estimates are denoted 
that it is a sum of local scores, each one a function of a variable’s family.
The current technology on structure learning of Bayesian networks can handle relatively large sets of random variables
if the maximum number of parents (or family size) is small [35–38]. Most existing methods proceed in two steps: ﬁrst
calculate the local score for every possible family (pruning provable suboptimal families); then maximize the global score
while avoiding cycles, usually by integer programming [35], heuristic search [38] or constraint programming [36]. When one
deals with structure learning of Bayesian networks where conditional probability distributions are encoded by CPTs, then
ˆ B , D are obtained in closed form: they are, in fact, simply relative frequencies, as noted at
maximum likelihood estimates 
the beginning of Section 4. Thus the calculation of the scores is not really taxing for CPT-based Bayesian networks; the real
computational effort is spent running the global optimization step.
5.2. A score-based learning algorithm for acyclic propositional plps
We now focus on propositional settings, and the goal is to learn an acyclic probabilistic logic program from a complete
dataset. As before, we move freely between atoms and random variables, as each atom deﬁnes a random variable with values
1 (true) and 0 (false). Thus the dataset contains truth values for propositions, and observed values for random variables.
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Because the MDL score is decomposable as a product of functions, each depending on a family of random variables,
we can globally maximize it by ﬁrst maximizing each local score separately, and then running a global maximization step
that selects a family for each variable. Thus we can follow the two-step scheme described in the previous section: ﬁrst
the local score is computed for each possible family, by locally maximizing likelihood, and then a global maximization step
produces the whole plp. Note that this scheme can be used even if the MDL score is enlarged with penalties that focus on
single families (for instance, number of literals per rule or number of atoms shared by rules with identical head); exploring
enhancements for the MDL score is a promising path for future work.
There is however a difference between this procedure and the analogous one for Bayesian network: within a family, we
are not just optimizing for parameters, but also for the rule pattern itself. That is, within a family we must choose the rule
pattern that best relates a head atom with its parents. For instance, suppose that we evaluate the family { A 1 , A 2 , A 3 }, where
A 1 is to be the head atom. Do we select the rule pattern conveyed by Expression (4), or a simple rule pattern

θ :: A 1 :− A 2 , A 3 .,
thus relying on a single rule? Note that both rule patterns admit closed-form maximum likelihood estimates, so the problem
is not the increased complexity of local likelihood expressions. Indeed we have already dealt with maximization of local
likelihood when discussing parameter learning (Section 4), and that material applies here. Rather, the problem is that we
have freedom in selecting how many parameters we use in each family, and how these parameters interact.
How many different rule sets must we consider? Suppose ﬁrst that we have a family containing only the head A.
Then there is a single rule, the probabilistic fact θ :: A .. If we instead have a family containing the head A and the body
proposition B, there are six other options to consider:

θ :: A :− B .

θ :: A :− not B .

θ1 :: A :− not B .
θ2 :: A .

θ1 :: A :− B .
θ2 :: A :− not B .

θ1 :: A :− B .
θ2 :: A .
θ1 :: A :− B .
θ2 :: A :− not B .
θ3 :: A .

Now suppose we have a head A with parents B and C . First, there are 9 possible rules where A is the head and no
proposition other than B or C appears in the body.3 Each one of the 29 subsets of these rules is a possible rule set for this
family; however, 14 of these subsets do not mention either B or C . Thus there are 29 − 14 = 498 new rule sets to evaluate.
We discuss the search for a local rule pattern in the next section. Once all rule patterns are selected and local scores
are computed, the relevant families and their scores are delivered to the second step consisting of a global optimization.
In our implementation we resort to the constraint-programming algorithm (CPBayes) by Van Beek and Hoffmann [36] to
run the global optimization step, thus selecting families so as to have an acyclic plp — a selection of families speciﬁes
a plp, as each family is associated with the rule set that maximizes the local score. The CPBayes algorithm deﬁnes a set
of constraints that must be satisﬁed in the Bayesian network learning problem, and seeks for an optimal solution based
on a depth-ﬁrst BnB search. When trying to expand a node in the search tree, two conditions are veriﬁed: (1) whether
constraints are satisﬁed, and (2) whether a lower bound estimate of the cost does not exceed the current upper bound. The
constraint model includes dominance constraints, symmetry-breaking constraints, cost-based pruning rules, and a global
acyclicity constraint. We remark that other approaches for the global optimization could be used, and our contribution is
certainly not due to our use of CPBayes in the global optimization step. Thus we do not dwell on this second step.
5.3. Computing the local score
In this section we address the main novel challenge posed by exact score-based learning of acyclic plps; namely, the
computation of local scores. There are too many rule patterns to consider, and each rule pattern may require a speciﬁc
maximizing expression (a challenge we have faced in Section 4). We now reduce the burden of searching through rule
patterns by pruning rules during search according to three insights listed below; in doing so we are inspired by methods
that prune structures in Bayesian network learning, but our techniques are entirely different from those [37].
First of all, we can easily discard rule sets that assign zero probability to some conﬁguration observed in the dataset.
Insight 1. Rule sets that are inconsistent with some observation can be ignored while maximizing the local score.
For instance, observation { A 1 = 1, A 2 = 0} eliminates from further analysis a rule pattern consisting of a single rule

θ :: A 1 :− A 2 ..

3
These 9 rules are: θ :: A ., θ :: A :− B ., θ :: A :− not B ., θ :: A :− C ., θ :: A :− not C ., θ :: A :− B , C ., θ :: A :− B , not C ., θ :: A :− not B , C ., θ :: A :−
not B , not C ..
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Second, and more importantly, suppose that we are learning rules with at most k literals in the body. Using 2k rules,
we can write a rule for each conﬁguration of the parents: Example 2 illustrates this scenario. Note that for such “disjoint”
rules, likelihood maximization is simple as it is the same as for usual CPT-based Bayesian networks. And because any CPT
can be exactly built with such 2k rules, any set of rules with more than 2k rules cannot have higher likelihood, and thus
cannot be optimal (as the penalty for the number of parameters increases). In fact, any other rule set with 2k rules that
are not disjoint can be also discarded; these sets can only produce the same likelihood, and will pay the same penalty on
parameters, but they will be more diﬃcult to handle.
Insight 2. While maximizing the local score for a family with k parents, rule sets with size greater then 2k can be ignored; furthermore,
one needs to consider only one set with exactly 2k rules.
That is, we must only deal with rule sets with at most 2k − 1 rules, plus the one set of 2k “disjoint” rules. Hence:

• If we have a family with k = 1, we only need to look at sets of one rule plus one set containing two disjoint rules; that
is, we only have to consider:

θ :: A :− B .

θ :: A :− not B .

θ1 :: A :− B .
θ2 :: A :− not B .

Note that the last of these three rule sets corresponds to a typical CPT, while the ﬁrst two rule sets genuinely reduce
the number of parameters in the model. Estimates that maximize likelihood are easily computed in all three cases.
• Now if we have a family with k = 2, say pa[ A 1 ] = { A 2 , A 3 }, we only need to look at sets of up to three rules, plus
one set containing four disjoint rules. Let Ci denote the set of rules with exactly i literals in the body. There are 4
sets consisting of one rule each, which are the four disjoint rules in C2 . There are 30 sets consisting of two rules
each: 4 × 5 = 20 sets containing 1 element from C2 and 1 from C0 ∪ C1 , 6 subsets of C2 and 4 sets with the form
{θ1 :: A 1 :− (not) A 2 ., θ2 :: A 1 :− (not) A 3 .}. There are 82 sets consisting of three rules each: 4 subsets of C2 , 6 × 5 = 30
sets containing exactly 2 elements from C2 , 4 × 10 = 40 sets containing exactly one element from C2 , 4 subsets of C1
and 4 sets with the form {θ1 :: A 1 :− (not) A 2 ., θ2 :: A 1 :− (not) A 3 ., θ3 :: A 1 .}. Probability values may have nonlinear
expressions as discussed in connection with Expression (4). And we still have a challenging optimization problem,
where we must select a rule set out of many.
To address the diﬃculty mentioned in the previous sentence, we resort to a third insight: many of the rule sets obtained
for k = 2 are actually restricted versions of a few patterns. As an example, consider Table 1. There we ﬁnd four different sets
of rules, some with two rules, and one with three rules. The shape of their likelihoods is the same, sans some renaming
of parameters. Note in this particular example that the maximum likelihood of the ﬁrst three sets of rules can always be
attained by the likelihood of the last set of rules; consequently, it makes sense only to retain the last rule set (in this case
the last pattern consists of disjoint rules that lead to simple maximum likelihood estimation, but more complex rule sets
may be selected in general).
Insight 3. During the maximization of the local score for a family F ( A ) = { A } ∪ pa[ A ], a rule set T  can be ignored if there is another
 , with | T  | ≤ | T |, such that, for any value of , there is a value for  yielding P  ( A | pa[ A ]) = P ( A | pa[ A ]) for all
rule set T 


T
T 

assignments to F ( A ).



The equivalent patterns can be detected by inspection, by writing down the possible symbolic expressions and checking
whether parameter renaming operations would make them equivalent.
By doing this additional pruning, we reach 27 distinct rule sets for k = 2 (see Appendix B); amongst them we must ﬁnd
a rule pattern that maximizes likelihood. To do so, the maximization techniques discussed in Section 4 can be employed.
We have discussed in detail the case k = 2; one can of course consider larger values of k, but the computational cost is
sure to increase quickly. In our implementation and experiments we restricted ourselves to k = 2; this is a rather limited
class but note that it includes all circuits with noisy two-input logical gates, a very general class. We denote by ap-plp(2)
the class of acyclic propositional probabilistic logic programs with at most two atoms in the body of rules. Larger rules
and larger rule patterns should be addressed in future work, as well as extensions into the relational setting and into the
missing data regime.
The procedure we have developed is summarized by Algorithm 1. It starts by generating, for each possible family (a variable and its candidate parents), the set of all possible rules, and then building its subsets (combinations of rules). These
combinations are partitioned into patterns, according to their likelihood functions — Table 1 shows an example of a pattern.
Within each pattern, only one combination with the minimum number of parameters (ensured lower score) need to be
considered, and the others are pruned, as are those with zero likelihood. Parameters are then locally optimized for each of
the combinations left. Each family is then associated with the combination of rules that gives it the highest score. Finally,
a global score maximization algorithm is used to select the best family candidates.
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Table 1
Likelihood patterns shared by several rule sets; the ﬁrst column presents the rule set, and the following columns
display the conditional probability P( A 1 | A 2 , A 3 ) for the conﬁgurations of A 1 , A 2 , A 3 .
Sets of rules

000

001

010

011

100

101

110

111

θ1 :: A 1 :− A 2 .
θ2 :: A 1 :− A 2 , A 3 .
θ3 :: A 1 :− A 2 , not A 3 .

1

1

1 − θ1;3

1 − θ1;2

0

0

θ1;3

θ1;2

θ1 :: A 1 :− A 2 .
θ2 :: A 1 :− A 2 , A 3 .

1

1

1 − θ1

1 − θ1;2

0

0

θ1

θ1;2

θ1 :: A 1 :− A 2 .
θ3 :: A 1 :− A 2 , not A 3 .

1

1

1 − θ1;3

1 − θ1

0

0

θ1;3

θ1

θ2 :: A 1 :− A 2 , A 3 .
θ3 :: A 1 :− A 2 , not A 3 .

1

1

1 − θ3

1 − θ2

0

0

θ3

θ2

Algorithm 1 Structure learning algorithm for acyclic propositional plps.
1: collect variables from dataset
2: for each family of variables in dataset do
3:
build all possible rules
4:
build all possible sets of rules
5:
gather rule sets into patterns
6:
for each pattern do
7:
prune combinations with ensured lower score
8:
prune combinations with zero likelihood
9:
for each combination left do
10:
if the likelihood maximization problem has an exact solution then
11:
calculate parameters
12:
else
13:
run numeric (exact or approximate) likelihood maximization
14:
calculate local scores
15: for each family do
16:
associate best rule set with family
17: call CPBayes algorithm to maximize global score

6. Experiments
Methods for parameter and for structure learning were tested separately. For parameter learning, we could compare our
techniques with ProbLog’s implementation, in terms of likelihood and running time. For structure learning, the experiments
were aimed at validating the method and exploring the reduction in the number of parameters that plps may yield over
Bayesian networks.
To simplify the text, we refer to our scheme for direct maximization of likelihood, as described in Section 4, as PL-direct.
6.1. Learning parameters
The goal of these experiments was to compare PL-direct with the LFI-ProbLog algorithm for varying dataset sizes and
rates of missing data. To accomplish this we generated data from two different plps, one propositional and one relational,
and used the data to learn parameters. To generate the datasets for the propositional plp, we sampled atoms a number of
times; for the relational plp, we sampled atoms once, but we varied the number of constants in the program (hence the
meaning of “dataset size” differs in the propositional and relational settings).
Experiments were run using machines with identical processors at Amazon Web Services, and at a local server with 8
CPUs, 4.2 GHz, and 32 GB RAM. The implementation was coded in Python, using the optimization library scipy.optimize.4
We tested two different algorithms for numeric optimization: (1) the Limited-memory BFGS (L-BFGS) algorithm and (2) the
Basin-hopping algorithm [39]. The L-BFGS algorithm approximates the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm
[40], an iterative method for solving unconstrained nonlinear optimization problems. The L-BFGS algorithm represents with
a few vectors an approximation to the inverse Hessian matrix; this approach leads to a signiﬁcant reduction on memory
use. Nevertheless, it has a quite strong dependence on the initial guess. The Basin-hopping is a stochastic algorithm that
usually provides a better approximation of the global maximum. The algorithm iteratively chooses an initial guess at random, proceeds to the local minimization and ﬁnally compares the new coordinates with the best ones found so far. This
latter algorithm often required more time for convergence than L-BFGS, never ﬁnding a better likelihood value, and sometimes ﬁnding worse values; thus, even though we tested our methods with the Basin-hopping algorithms, we refrain from

4

The implementation of PL-direct, together with datasets used in experiments, is publicly available at https://github.com/arthurcgusmao/asteroidea.
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0.85 :: a1.
0.95 :: a3.
0.95 :: a2.
0.8 :: ll2.
0.8 :: pl2.
0.8 :: ll3.
0.8 :: pl3.
0.8 :: low_load :− ll1, pl1.
0.8 :: low_load :− ll2, pl2.
0.8 :: low_load :− ll3, pl3.
0.95 :: high_supply :− a2, a3.
0.95 :: high_supply :− a2, a4.
0.95 :: high_supply :− a3, a4.
0.7 :: ll1 :− emergency.
0.7 :: pl1 :− emergency.
0.95 :: low_load :− high_load.
0.6 :: high_load :− ll2, ll3, pl2, pl3.
0.95 :: low_supply :− a1.
1.0 :: low_supply :− high_supply.
0.98 :: emergency :− not a2, not a3.
0.75 :: a4 :− a2.
0.75 :: a4 :− a3.
0.95 :: failure :− high_load, not high_supply.
0.95 :: failure :− low_load, not low_supply.

Fig. 1. A plp encoding a ship’s energy plant (top), and a diagram of the ship’s energy plant (bottom).

0.3 :: fire(X) :− person(X).
0.4 :: burglary(X) :− person(X).
0.7 :: alarm(X) :− fire(X).
0.8 :: calls(X, Y) :− cares(X, Y), alarm(Y), not samePerson(X, Y).
0.9 :: alarm(X) :− burglary(X).
0.8 :: cares(X, Y) :− person(X), person(Y).
Fig. 2. A relational plp with the alarm/earthquake problem.

extensively reporting on those tests. In particular, experiments reported in this section focus on L-BFGS (in the context of
parameter learning the values reached by both methods were essentially identical, while for structure learning there were
some differences as we indicate later in Table 3).
The propositional plp we have used consists of 16 propositions, 17 probabilistic rules, and 7 probabilistic facts that encode a ship’s energy plant. The model can be understood as an “almost” deterministic system, mostly speciﬁed through
Boolean operators, together with probabilistic disturbances, as presented in Fig. 1. The model was built by the ﬁrst author
from a technical description in a specialized web site.5 There are various kinds of elements: power loads, lighting loads,
alternators, transformers and switches. Note that we must differentiate between the (demanded) power load and the (provided) power supply; when the load exceeds the supply, a failure ensues. Domain knowledge was translated as follows.
First, when a block of lighting/power loads is operating, the load demanded from alternators is low. Second, to provide a
high supply, at least two alternators must be operating (and one alternator is left for emergencies). Third, when the system
provides (demands) a high supply (load), then a low supply (load) can also be provided (demanded); also, if the required
power load is larger than the power supply, a failure is to be expected. And if the second and third blocks of lighting/power
loads are operating, a high load is needed. Also, during an emergency the ﬁrst block of lighting/power loads must be available; an emergency appears if two speciﬁc alternators do not operate. Finally, if one of the diesel alternators operate, then
probably the turbo alternator operates as well.
For the relational datasets a variation of the alarm/earthquake problem was used; the plp appears in Fig. 2.

5

http://www.machineryspaces.com/emergency-power-supply.html.
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Fig. 3. Time to learn parameters (note log-scale!) in the propositional dataset with complete data. Both algorithms reached similar log-likelihood values.
Dataset size corresponds to the number of observations for all atoms.

Table 2
Comparison of wall-clock time (in seconds) for PL-direct with the use of
closed-form solutions, PL-direct without closed-form solutions, and LFIProbLog, in the alarm/earthquake problem, for various population sizes.
Population size

5

10

15

20

PL-direct
PL-direct, no closed-form
LFI-ProbLog

0.19
0.29
1.07

0.79
0.88
16.29

2.81
2.90
62.06

8.06
8.10
206.06

6.1.1. Complete data
Our ﬁrst experiment tested the performance of PL-direct and LFI-ProbLog in complete datasets. Remember that PL-direct
does not require EM when the data are complete, hence a signiﬁcant difference between PL-direct and LFI-ProbLog is to be
expected. In this experiment, ProbLog was set to stop whenever the log-likelihood improvement dropped below 10−3 . Fig. 3
shows the learning time for both algorithms for the propositional case (note the log-scale!), where both algorithms reached
similar log-likelihood values. Indeed, PL-direct outperforms ProbLog by orders of magnitude. We limited the learning time
to 120 minutes (after that period we aborted the run if the algorithm was still iterating), so in this experiment we only have
ProbLog results for datasets with at most 55 observations. The results from the larger dataset that ProbLog could handle
shows that it was more than 3600 times slower than PL-direct. Signiﬁcant performance differences can also be seen for the
relational case with no missing data, as can be seen in Fig. 4 (a).
There are two sources of speed-up here: the use of closed-form solutions whenever possible, and the use of direct
optimization methods whenever closed-form solutions cannot be found. The relative effect of these two techniques clearly
depends on the particular problem: if a model is such that many ﬁxed sets of rules yield closed-form solutions, the overall
running time is bound to be short, with closed-form expressions guaranteeing most of the speed up. However if many sets
of rules cannot be tackled by closed-form solutions, then the speed-up comes from the optimization method.
In order to understand the main source of the speed up — whether it came from avoiding the latent variables or adding
closed form solutions on top of that — in a particular problem, we performed another experiment using the alarm/earthquake problem.6 We set up our implementation to always run the optimization procedure for all families, regardless of
whether they have a closed-form solution or not. Table 2 conveys some interesting results, where each numeric value is the
average of eight runs. The vast majority of the gain is due to removing the latent variables employed in ProbLog (as they
introduce a signiﬁcant computational burden); some gains, small but not insigniﬁcant, are due to the use of closed-form
solutions.
6.1.2. Incomplete data
The effect of missing data was investigated by randomly discarding individual observations. Each test was run eight
times, each time with a new independently sampled dataset; hence each datapoint in the following ﬁgures corresponds to
the average computation time of eight runs; error bars indicate the standard deviation. In all tests, LFI-ProbLog was run

6

We thank a reviewer for suggestions that led to this experiment.
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Fig. 4. Average time to learn parameters (log-scale) of eight independently sampled relational datasets (for each different missing data rate, new data
samples were generated). Solid squares were generated by ProbLog; empty circles were generated by PL-direct. The number of constants in the program
appears in the horizontal axis; this number is akin to “dataset size”. The error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean.

until the log-likelihood variation between subsequent iterations was smaller than an arbitrary value (10−3 ); then PL-direct
was run until it reached an equal or better log-likelihood value than ProbLog. We had to limit ourselves to 25 constants
because that is the limit for ProbLog (larger problems lead to numerical problems in ProbLog).
From Fig. 4 we can see that PL-direct tends to surpass LFI-ProbLog as the size of the dataset increases (graphs in that
ﬁgure were obtained with the relational plp). Overall, PL-direct outperformed ProbLog in the vast majority of cases, only
displaying worse computation time averages for very small datasets (with 5 constants) that are subject to high missing
rates (above 20%). Fig. 5 offers a better assessment on how the missing rate affects the performance of both algorithms.
The more missing data, the more numeric computation is done by PL-direct, and the more PL-direct behaves as LFI-ProbLog
with regard to computation time.
6.2. Learning structure
To validate our methods for structure learning, we have implemented Algorithm 1, and tested it with a number of
datasets. Our goal here was to examine whether the algorithm actually produces sensible plps with less parameters than
corresponding CPT-based Bayesian networks.
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Fig. 5. ProbLog’s learning time relative to PL-direct’s, for similar log-likelihood values. Only datasets (sampled from the relational plp) with the size of
15, 20 and 25 constants were considered, as larger datasets cannot be handled by ProbLog. The datapoints represent the average relative learning time of
ProbLog of twenty-four runs (the sum of eight different runs for each dataset size). The error bars represent the respective standard error of the mean.

Table 3
Binary adder experiment results. The symbol || denotes the number of learned parameters.
L-BFGS
# Instances

CPT-based

Any combination of rules

Training

Testing

Log-Likelihood

||

Log-Likelihood

||

30
60
90
120
250
500
1000

10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000

−317590.82
−282860.54
−231096.56
−281571.16
−244887.02
−228617.04
−188236.10

61
63
61
61
65
66
80

−190592.57
−211535.40
−200086.83
−197029.87
−251489.19
−217608.84
−177049.65

48
51
48
51
51
52
62

Basin-hopping
# Instances

CPT-based

Any combination of rules

Training

Testing

Log-Likelihood

||

Log-Likelihood

||

30
1000

10000
10000

−344580.91
−188236.10

61
80

−190652.02
−177049.52

48
62

The algorithm was implemented in Python and experiments were performed on a Unix Machine with Intel core i5
(2.7 GHz) processor and 8 GB 1867 MHz DDR3 SDRAM. For local optimization of the likelihood scores, in the cases where
that was needed, we again compared (1) Limited-memory BFGS (L-BFGS) and (2) Basin-hopping.
We tested our implementations for three different applications described in the remainder of this section. Each test
compares plps learned with Algorithm 1 and CPT-based Bayesian networks learned by exact score maximization.
Binary adder This ﬁrst test aimed at learning an ap-plp(2) to represent a (simulated) faulty Boolean circuit, designed to add
two 4-bit numbers. To generate binary datasets for training and testing, we took a number of pairs of randomly selected
4-bit numbers; each pair was processed by an adder circuit with 18 logic gates (XOR, OR, AND). Each gate was associated
with a 1% probability of failure. This probability of failure indicates how often gates should output random values, instead of
the values expected. Training datasets contain 30, 60, 90, 120, 250, 500 and 1000 examples and the testing dataset contains
10000 examples. Examples contain 24 observations: 8 entry bits and 18 output values, one for each gate. For the optimization steps, we used the L-BFGS algorithm. A few tests were repeated using Basin-hopping optimization algorithm, which
is much more time-consuming, but no improvements were observed in terms of log-likelihood and number of parameters.
Results obtained are listed in Table 3.
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Table 4
Heart Diagnosis experiment results.
L-BFGS
Complete CPT

Any combination of rules

Log-Likelihood

# Parameters

Log-Likelihood

# Parameters

−1281.78

63

−1263.85

55

Basin-hopping
Complete CPT

Any combination of rules

Log-Likelihood

# Parameters

Log-Likelihood

# Parameters

−1281.78

63

−1263.85

55

Table 5
Movie Genres experiments results.
Complete CPT

Any combination of rules

Log-Likelihood

# Parameters

Log-Likelihood

# Parameters

−2032.38

62

−2031.49

42

For smaller datasets, plps produced by Algorithm 1 scored better than CPT-based Bayesian networks, and required fewer
parameters. For larger datasets, both approaches tended to converge in terms of log-likelihood, but there was still a significant reduction on the number of parameters with Algorithm 1. As this is a nearly-deterministic plp, it should be expected
that logic rules would encode the local probability distributions much more compactly than complete CPT’s.
Heart diagnosis This second test aimed at learning an ap-plp(2) to reason over diagnosis made from observation of cardiac
Single Proton Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) images, using a standard dataset from the UCI repository [41]. The
training and testing datasets contain 80 and 187 instances respectively. The 23 binary attributes are observed for each
example, so there is no missing data. The learning algorithm was tested with both L-BFGS and Basin-Hopping optimization
methods. Results obtained are listed in Table 4. Both CPT-based Bayesian networks and Algorithm 1 tended to produce
equivalent results in terms of log-likelihood, but there was still a signiﬁcant reduction on the number of parameters with
Algorithm 1. In addition, we note that results obtained with both optimization methods, L-BFGS and Basin-Hopping, were
identical.
Movie genres The third test aimed at learning an ap-plp(2) to reason over movie genres; here the idea was to learn a
relatively large program. Labels result from previous multi-classiﬁcation of movies according to the genres they represent,
with information extracted from the MovieLens dataset.7 Training and testing datasets are obtained from a random 70/30
split of the original dataset, which contains 3449 movies. Algorithm 1 was tested with L-BFGS optimization method. Results
are listed in Table 5; the resulting ap-plp(2) and the corresponding dependency graph are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
In this experiment we do not observe a signiﬁcant improvement in terms of log-likelihood from CPT-based learning to
Algorithm 1, but the number of parameters produced by the latter algorithm was considerably smaller than the number
produced by the former. In this context the restriction of having at most two parents per variable may be too strong, but
the dependency graph still gives us an idea of which labels are more correlated.
7. Conclusions
We have presented novel techniques to the problems of learning parameters and structure in acyclic probabilistic logic
programs. We have put forward a new method to learn the parameters when dealing with probabilistic rules, showing
how one can avoid the insertion of latent variables. We have also described techniques that can learn a whole plp from a
complete dataset by exact score maximization, by adapting techniques from CPT-based Bayesian networks.
In the complete data scenario, experiments indicate that our approach to parameter learning yields orders of magnitude
gains when compared to LFI-ProbLog, a reasonable contender for the current state-of-art. Even when there is missing data,
the smaller number of latent variables guarantees signiﬁcant improvements in eﬃciency.
This paper offers initial results on learning whole plps via exact score maximization, presenting cases where closed-form
solutions are viable. We have also implemented and tested our structure learning methods, and we have shown that learned
plps contain less parameters than the corresponding CPT-based Bayesian networks, as intuitively expected. Whenever the
model is nearly deterministic, the expressive power of rules leads to improved accuracy.
In future work we intend to extend our structure learning techniques to relational but still acyclic programs, and to cope
with missing data in those cases. We also wish to explore parameter and structure learning for cyclic programs. For those

7

Available at http://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/.
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0.04 :: war.
0.00 :: children.
0.14 :: comedy.
0.31 :: comedy :− thriller, war.
0.00 :: thriller :− war.
0.17 :: thriller :− war.
0.13 :: action :− comedy.
0.24 :: action :− thriller.
0.06 :: action :− comedy, thriller.
0.27 :: drama.
0.53 :: drama :− action, comedy.
0.01 :: western.
0.03 :: western :− comedy, drama.
0.03 :: horror.
0.23 :: horror :− comedy, drama.
0.00 :: documentary.
0.08 :: documentary :− comedy, drama.
0.03 :: sciFi :− drama.
0.27 :: sciFi :− action, drama.
0.07 :: sciFi :− action, drama.
0.27 :: adventure :− action.

0.10 :: adventure :− drama.
0.03 :: adventure :− action, drama.
0.02 :: romance.
0.16 :: romance :− documentary, horror.
0.09 :: animation :− adventure.
0.00 :: animation :− drama.
0.04 :: animation :− drama.
0.02 :: crime :− horror.
0.27 :: crime :− horror, thriller.
0.06 :: crime :− horror, thriller.
0.17 :: fantasy :− adventure.
0.23 :: fantasy :− animation.
0.03 :: fantasy :− adventure, animation.
0.00 :: musical :− thriller.
0.33 :: musical :− animation, thriller.
0.03 :: musical :− animation, thriller.
0.01 :: filmNoir.
0.13 :: filmNoir :− action, crime.
0.22 :: mystery :− filmNoir.
0.13 :: mystery :− thriller.
0.02 :: mystery :− filmNoir, thriller.

Fig. 6. Probabilistic logic program learned in the Movie Genres experiment. Some probabilities are zero due to rounding.

Fig. 7. Dependency graph of the ap-plp(2) learned in the Movie Genres experiment.

cases non-trivial extensions will have to be developed as the direct relationship with Bayesian network learning is lost, and
it is not obvious how to express the likelihood function.
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Appendix A. Closed-form estimation of a NoisyOr gate
Here we focus on the structure given by Expression (6):

θ1 :: A 1 .,

θ2 :: A 2 .,

θ3 :: A 3 :− A 1 .,

θ4 :: A 3 :− A 2 .,

to be learned from a complete dataset with N complete observations; we use the notation N a1 a2 a3 to denote the number of
times we observe { A 1 = a1 , A 2 = a2 , A 3 = a3 }. The likelihood is
N



N 



N 110
θ1 1 (1 − θ1 ) N 0 θ2 1 (1 − θ2 ) N 0 θ3N 101 (1 − θ3 ) N 100 θ4N 011 (1 − θ4 ) N 010 θ3N;111
,
4 (1 − θ3;4 )
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where N 1 = N 100 + N 101 + N 110 + N 111 , N 0 = N − N 1 , N 1 = N 010 + N 011 + N 110 + N 111 , N 0 = N − N 1 . By operating with
terms in θ1 and θ2 , we easily obtain θ̂1 = N 1 / N and θ̂2 = N 1 / N. Expressions for θ̂3 and θ̂4 are much more complicated; for
instance we have θ̂3 to be either (− K 1 +

√

K 2 )/ K 3 or (− K 1 −

√

K 2 )/ K 3 , where

2
K 1 = N 011 N 100 − N 010 N 101 + N 011 N 101 + 2N 100 N 101 + 2N 101
+

N 011 N 110 + N 101 N 110 − N 010 N 111 + N 100 N 111 + 2N 101 N 111
K 2 = 4( N 010 − N 100 − N 101 ) N 101 ( N 011 + N 101 + N 111 )( N 100 + N 101 + N 110 + N 111 ) +
2
(2N 100 N 101 + 2N 101
+ N 101 N 110 + N 011 ( N 100 + N 101 + N 110 ) +

N 100 N 111 + 2N 101 N 111 − N 010 ( N 101 + N 111 ))2 ,
K 3 = 2( N 010 − N 100 − N 101 )( N 100 + N 101 + N 110 + N 111 ).
Appendix B. Distinct rule sets with two parents
After pruning redundant sets (see Table 1), we are left with 27 sets of rules for a head ( A 1 ) with two parents ( A 2 , A 3 ):

{θ1 :: A 1 :− A 2 , A 3 .}, {θ1 :: A 1 :− A 2 , not A 3 .}
{θ1 :: A 1 :− not A 2 , A 3 .}, {θ1 :: A 1 :− not A 2 , not A 3 .}
{θ1 :: A 1 :− A 2 ., θ2 :: A 1 :− A 3 .}
{θ1 :: A 1 :− A 2 ., θ2 :: A 1 :− not A 3 .}
{θ1 :: A 1 :− not A 2 ., θ2 :: A 1 :− A 3 .}
{θ1 :: A 1 :− not A 2 ., θ2 :: A 1 :− not A 3 .}
{θ1 :: A 1 :− not A 2 , A 3 ., θ2 :: A 1 :− A 2 , not A 3 .}
{θ1 :: A 1 :− A 2 , A 3 ., θ2 :: A 1 :− not A 2 , not A 3 .}
{θ1 :: A 1 :− A 2 , A 3 ., θ2 :: A 1 :− A 2 , not A 3 .}
{θ1 :: A 1 :− not A 2 , A 3 ., θ2 :: A 1 :− not A 2 , not A 3 .}
{θ1 :: A 1 :− A 2 , A 3 ., θ2 :: A 1 :− not A 2 , A 3 .}
{θ1 :: A 1 :− A 2 , not A 3 ., θ2 :: A 1 :− not A 2 , not A 3 .}
{θ1 :: A 1 :− not A 2 ., θ2 :: A 1 :− A 2 , A 3 ., θ3 :: A 1 :− A 2 , not A 3 }
{θ1 :: A 1 :− A 2 ., θ2 :: A 1 :− not A 2 , A 3 ., θ3 :: A 1 :− not A 2 , not A 3 }
{θ1 :: A 1 :− not A 3 ., θ2 :: A 1 :− A 2 , A 3 ., θ3 :: A 1 :− not A 2 , A 3 }
{θ1 :: A 1 :− A 3 ., θ2 :: A 1 :− A 2 , not A 3 ., θ3 :: A 1 :− not A 2 , not A 3 }
{θ1 :: A 1 :− A 2 , A 3 ., θ2 :: A 1 :− A 2 , not A 3 ., θ3 :: A 1 :− not A 2 , A 3 }
{θ1 :: A 1 :− A 2 , A 3 ., θ2 :: A 1 :− A 2 , not A 3 ., θ3 :: A 1 :− not A 2 , not A 3 }
{θ1 :: A 1 :− A 2 , A 3 ., θ2 :: A 1 :− not A 2 , A 3 ., θ3 :: A 1 :− not A 2 , not A 3 }
{θ1 :: A 1 :− A 2 , not A 3 ., θ2 :: A 1 :− not A 2 , A 3 ., θ3 :: A 1 :− not A 2 , not A 3 }
{θ1 :: A 1 :− A 2 ., θ2 :: A 1 :− not A 2 ., θ3 :: A 1 :− A 3 }
{θ1 :: A 1 :− A 2 ., θ2 :: A 1 :− not A 2 ., θ3 :: A 1 :− not A 3 }
{θ1 :: A 1 :− A 2 ., θ2 :: A 1 :− A 3 ., θ3 :: A 1 :− not A 3 }
{θ1 :: A 1 :− not A 2 ., θ2 :: A 1 :− A 3 ., θ3 :: A 1 :− not A 3 }
{θ1 :: A 1 :− not A 2 , A 3 ., θ2 :: A 1 :− A 2 , not A 3 .,
θ3 :: A 1 :− A 2 , A 3 ., θ4 :: A 1 :− not A 2 , not A 3 .}
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